
 Out  
Meow!

Can you draw her a new pirate hat?
CAPTAIN CAT HAS LOST HER HAT!



 Out  
Meow!
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‘Can’t have that with chips,’ Cannonball 

confirmed. ‘Well, you could, I suppose, but I’m 

not sure it would taste all that good. Maybe 

with a bit of ketchup or vinegar, it might—’

‘It’s a 

key,’ Ginger 

interrupted before 

Cannonball could 

say anything else. 

‘With a weird skull shape 

at the top.’

‘Exactly!’ Captain 

Halibut cried. ‘Just like 

the skull drawing on 

our map! Aharr! 

So, unless I’m very 

much mistaken, this is the key to a treasure 

chest. My treasure chest.’ He gave the key a 

smacking kiss then punched the air. ‘Even if the 

Black Heart pirates do get to the treasure first, 

those rotten old crooks won’t be able to open 

it without this. What a stroke of luck!’ The 

captain was practically skipping around with 

glee. ‘So hurry up and haul yourselves out of 

this here river, you lumbering layabouts – and 

let’s track down our booty!’
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FOLLOW THE MAP TO FIND THE TREASURE!



 Out  
Meow!

How would you hide the treasure?  

Don,t forget to include lots of places 
to get lost along the way!

DRAW YOUR OWN TREASURE MAP!


